Forgotten Soldiers Outreach,

Thank you for putting together the packages, volunteers, and all the logistics ensuring our troops never forget why we make the sacrifices we do. I will try to ensure we send our thanks for every package, but there may be times it is difficult.

That said, we would like to take a moment to thank everyone on the most recent package.

Lili, thank you for sponsoring the package. Your thoughtfulness is the kind of values that more people could benefit from having and we're sure you'll grace more with it.

Girl Scout, wow! Thanks for the extra reason to work out hard in the heat, ha ha ha. We truly appreciate the cookies.

D. Huber (USN), many of us see other servicemembers and are courteous... fewer remember to thank those past, present, and soon to be members. Thank you for your thoughts and especially for your service and sacrifices along the way.

Chad K., thank you for the cool letter and thoughts. The soliciting soldier is a nice touch, we salute you back!

Daniela, thanks for the very colorful, and warm, thoughts. We appreciate everything you do. Those warm thoughts will remind us of home.

Thanks to everyone else that helped out! The cards hang on walls in our office... we'd send pictures of them if we could.

Your thoughts or prayers are not unnoticed, under-valued, or forbidden. We hope that this kind of overwhelming kindness is never misplaced, and we're very thankful to have been graced by you all!

-- The deployed IT guys
For the awesome members
at Jonathan's Landing in Juniper, sponsored
by Lili!!!